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How to access Benchmark data from BioNet 
Vegetation Condition Benchmark information for a Plant Community Type (PCT) is maintained 
in the BioNet Vegetation Classification database. This document provides a quick guide on 
how to view the Benchmark information and to export the Benchmark data.  

How to view Benchmark data via the PCT user interface 
1. Login to the BioNet Vegetation Classification Database 
Register and access the database (use your email as login ID). The link to access the 
application is: 

http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NSWVCA20PRapp/LoginPR.aspx  

2. Search and display PCT data 
Access this function by clicking on the ‘Search and Display PCT’ dropdown menu item on the 
‘PCT Data’ top navigation bar. 

 
Figure 1 BioNet Vegetation Classification homepage 
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3. Search for PCT Data 
Step 1: Specify the Plant Community Type ID or other parameters in the State-wide Search 
fields. 

How to use the search fields: 
The fields for the ‘State-wide search’ are either text fields (the first four fields) or dropdown 
menu fields (the bottom six fields).  

The additional fields allow you to search by threatened ecological communities (Threatened 
Ecological Communities Act (EC Act) and threatened ecological communities (TEC) name), 
and by local government authority (LGA). 

For the text fields, type in the terms or partial terms and hit ‘Enter’ on your keyboard, or the 
‘Search’ button at the bottom of the screen. For example, entering ‘red gum’ in the PCT 
common name field will retrieve all PCTs with ‘red gum’ in their common name.  

To use one of the dropdown fields, click the dropdown arrow next to the relevant field, then 
click to select the entry you want. 

If you want to create a search using more than one term, either type in the full or partial 
terms in the free text fields, and select the relevant entries via the dropdown fields.  

When you are using multiple fields to create your search, you can specify how you want the 
terms to interact. This means setting a condition where ALL terms must be met, or where 
ANY of the terms are met. These two types of interactions are chosen via the dropdown 
fields to the right of the relevant field.  

As an example, selecting Alpine Herbfields from the Vegetation Class (Keith 2004) field, then 
selecting Broken Hill Complex from the IBRA Bioregion field and leaving the interaction term 
as the default ‘or’ will retrieve a list of all PCTs that are either in the Broken Hill Complex 
IBRA Bioregion or are defined as within the Alpine Herbfields Vegetation Class. 

 
Figure 2 Using the text fields and dropdown menu items to search for PCT 
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Step 2: Show results by selecting ‘Search’ button.  The system will display the results in the 
area below the search fields at the bottom of the page. This will also display how many records 
match your search term(s). 

 
Figure 3 Search for Plant Community Type data 

The figure shows searching for a PCT record by specifying the ‘Plant Community Type ID’ 
(e.g. 25). 
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4. Select PCT and view Benchmark Information 
Step 1: Choose the ‘View’ option to view the details of the selected PCT. 

 
Figure 4 Select the PCT record to view the details 
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Step 2: Select the ‘Threatened Biodiversity, TECs & Benchmarks’ tab. 

 
Figure 5 PCT details 
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Step 3: Choose the ‘Community Condition Benchmarks’ section to expand the list for 
Benchmarks for the selected PCT. 

 
Figure 6 View Benchmark information for the PCTs 
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How to generate a benchmark report or export 
1. Select the Reports/Exports interface 
Access this function by clicking on the ‘Reports/Exports’ dropdown menu item on the ‘PCT 
Data’ top navigation bar. 

 
Figure 7 Reports/Exports menu 

2. Choose the Search option 
Export Reports in Acrobat PDF or MS Word (doc) format:  
Step 1: Choose the search option as ‘Reports’. 

Step 2: Choose ‘Search’ link to invoke the ‘State-wide Advanced Search’ screen. 

 
Figure 8 Search for Reports/Exports 
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Step 3: In the ‘Create a new search’ section, choose the Report Template as ‘PCT 
Benchmarks report’. The relevant search fields for the template is loaded into the ‘Select 
communities by’ query box in Step 4. 

 
Figure 9 Select Communities By – selected based on the chosen report template 

Step 4: Choose the first filter criterion for the report, and select ‘Add’ button. The filter can be 
chosen from Community Benchmark Information, Community Definition (PCT Data) or 
Distribution Information (IBRA Bioregion). Repeat for each subsequent criterion. 

3. Use the search criteria 
How to use the search criteria: 

a. Scroll down the ‘Select Communities by’ list to see what fields are available. 
b. Check one of the search field boxes. The ‘Add’ button should now become active (i.e. 

no longer greyed out). 
c. Click the ‘Add’ button to open the ‘Search condition’ window for the selected criterion. 
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Figure 10 ‘PCT Benchmarks report’ 

d. Click on the ‘Operator’ dropdown menu to view and select the options. These will 
vary according to the type of data in the relevant field.  

e. When you have selected the ‘Operator’, select the ‘Attribute value’ from the dropdown 
menu next to the field.  

f. Select the term you want by clicking once on the relevant entry. The ‘Search 
condition’ window should now show your choices.  

g. Select the type of operator you want applied for this criterion, either ‘Any (Or)’ or ‘All 
(And)’. If you are using only one criterion, this term is not relevant. The ‘Select 
records for’ terms operate between the criteria, so that selecting ‘Any (or)’ will include 
communities that meet either of the criteria, while ‘All (And)’ will include only 
communities that meet both criteria simultaneously.  

h. The order of criteria is crucial to getting the result you want, as the first criteria 
creates a subset that the second criteria is matched to. Using the same criteria and 
swapping their order can therefore produce different results. 
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i. Click ‘OK’ to retain the criteria. The selected criteria should now appear in the Search 
query build box to the right.  

 
Figure 11 PCT Benchmark Report - Specify Search Condition 

Step 5: Specify the required search criterion in the Search condition popup. Delete or edit the 
criteria in this compiling area by clicking on the ‘Edit criteria’ or ‘Delete criteria’ text separately 
for each criterion. 

 
Figure 12 PCT Benchmark Report – Selected search criterion 

Step 6: Show results by selecting Show.  This opens a list of the PCTs that meet your 
criteria 
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The results can be refined by deselecting the check box to the left of each ‘Benchmark ID’. 

Select OK to close the display window. 

 
Figure 13 PCT Benchmark Report - Refine Search Results 

Step 7: Run report by selecting the Report option as ‘Acrobat PDF’ or MS Word (Doc) and 
invoke Run.  Depending on the size of the report/export (i.e. number of PCTs selected and 
number of fields/columns to be displayed), this may take a few minutes. 

You will have the choice of Open/Save/Cancel the report after the server has processed the 
request. 

 
Figure 14 Download Benchmarks by PCT report 
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Export Reports in CSV format:  
Step 8: At Step 1, select the option as ‘Export’ and proceed to ‘Search’.   

Step 9: After specifying the search criterion (as defined in Step 4), invoke the ‘Run’ option to 
download the report in CSV format. 

 

 
Figure 15 Export PCT Benchmark - Specify filter criterion 

 
Figure 16 Export PCT Benchmark - Choose the ‘Download CSV File’ option 
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Figure 17 Export PCT Benchmark - Choose the ‘View downloads’ option to view the CSV File 
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How to Access Benchmark Data using BioNet Web service 
1. How to connect to BioNet Web service 
Step 1: Open Microsoft Excel (version 2010 or higher) running on a Windows based PC. 

Step 2: Open the Power query tab in Excel (or Data Tab and then New Query). 

Step 3: In the ‘Get External Data’ (or New Query) section of the Power Query ribbon, select 
‘From Other Sources’ and click on ‘From OData Feed’. 

 

Note: For more information on how to access the BioNet web service using Excel and power 
query visit the below link. 

https://data.bionet.nsw.gov.au/resources/bionet/bionet-access-excel-power-query-
160403.pdf 

 

 
Figure 18 OData feed in Excel 

Step 4: In the OData Feed URL dialogue box enter 
https://data.bionet.nsw.gov.au/biosvcapp/odata and click OK. 

https://data.bionet.nsw.gov.au/resources/bionet/bionet-access-excel-power-query-160403.pdf
https://data.bionet.nsw.gov.au/resources/bionet/bionet-access-excel-power-query-160403.pdf
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Figure 19 Specify BioNet Web service URL 

2. Selecting the PCT Benchmark function in BioNet Web service 
Step 1: Select the option ‘VegetationClassification_PCTBenchmarks’ in the ‘Navigator’ 
popup. 

Step 2: Select Edit to view full details. 

 
Figure 20 Select PCT Benchmarks Service 
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Step 3: Benchmarks by PCT will be displayed in the Query Editor. 

 
Figure 21 Benchmarks by PCT data displayed in Query Editor 

Step 4: Selecting only the columns of data you are interested in makes the download quicker 
and more efficient. This is not a mandatory step. 

 

Choose your columns from the choose columns window that appears, and click OK. 

 
Figure 22 Benchmarks by PCT data – Choosing the desired columns  
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Figure 23 Benchmarks by PCT data – Selected columns displayed in Query Editor 

Step 5: Click on the ‘Close and Load’ button to load your data to your spreadsheet.  

 
Figure 24 Benchmarks by PCT data – Populate spreadsheet with Benchmark data 

Step 6: Save the excel spreadsheet to your machine using the File and then Save option.  
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For further information: 
 

Refer to the BioNet Vegetation Classification user manual  

http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/bionet/bionet-vegetation-classification-user-
manual-170340.pdf  

 

Contact the Biodiversity Information Systems Team email bionet@environment.nsw.gov.au. 
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